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We propose to measure the quality of an affine motion by its steadiness,
which we formulate as the inverse of its Average Relative Acceleration
(ARA). Steady affine motions, for which ARA= 0, include translations,
rotations, screws, and the golden spiral. To facilitate the design of pleas-
ing in-betweening motions that interpolate between an initial and a final
pose (affine transformation),B andC, we propose the Steady Affine Morph
(SAM), defined as At ◦B with A = C ◦B−1. A SAM is affine-invariant
and reversible. It preserves isometries (i.e., rigidity), similarities, and vol-
ume. Its velocity field is stationary both in the global and the local (mov-
ing) frames. Given a copy count, n, the series of uniformly sampled poses,
A
i
n ◦B, of a SAM form a regular pattern, which may be easily controlled

by changing B, C, or n, and where consecutive poses are related by the
same affinity A

1
n . Although a real matrix At does not always exist, we

show that it does for a convex and large subset of orientation-preserving
affinities A. Our fast and accurate Extraction of Affinity Roots (EAR) al-
gorithm computes At, when it exists, using closed form expressions in two
or in three dimensions. We discuss SAM applications to pattern design and
animation and to key-frame interpolation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper, the term “affine motion” (or simply “motion”) refers1

to a continuous map from time t to an affinity At, which defines a2

pose (moving frame). Hence a motion transforms space by a com-3

position of time-varying translations, rotations, uniform scalings,4

and shears. A more general (non-affine) animation of a deforming5

shape may be decomposed into an affine (carrier) motion, which6

can be extracted through least square registration [Bregler et al.7

2002], and the residual free-form deformation.8

Animation systems support tools for creating and editing in-9

betweening motions that interpolate a series of key-frame poses.10

There is an infinity of affine morphs (in-betweening motions) that11

interpolate a pair of initial and final poses, B and C, such that,12

with the proper choice of the time interval, A0 = B and A1 = C.13

Which one is the most beautiful? The answer may depend on the14

context and on subjective criteria, which usually do not have a pre-15

cise mathematical formulation.16

Instead of measuring beauty, which is subjective, we propose to17

measure steadiness, which we define as the inverse of the Aver-18

age Relative Acceleration (ARA). We formulate ARA as the aver-19

age magnitude (over space and time) of the acceleration vector by20

which the relative velocity expressed in the moving frame changes21

over time.22

Steady motions, for which ARA=0, include constant velocity23

translations, constant angular velocity rotations around a fixed axis,24

screw motions, and also the famous golden spiral observed in vari-25

ous natural growth formations and in stellar motions.26

In Section 2, we define the Steady Affine Morph (SAM) from27

pose B to pose C as At ◦B with A = C ◦B−1.28

Given a copy count, n, the series of uniformly sampled poses,29

A
i
n ◦ B, of a SAM form a regular pattern, which may be conve-30

niently edited by changingB,C, or n, and where consecutive poses31

are related by the same affinity A
1
n (Figure 1).

Fig. 1. Left: Original regular pattern from F0 (green) to Fn (red). Center:
New regular pattern for a different ending pose. Right: The same poses F0

and Fn, but a different copy count n.

32
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In Section 4 , we present our efficient and accurate Extraction of33

Affinity Roots (EAR) algorithm for computingAt when it exists in34

two and in three dimensions. In the Appendix, we provide imple-35

mentation details and the derivations of the closed formulae used36

by EAR.37

In Section 5, we show that At exists, as a real affinity, for a con-38

vex and comfortably large subset of orientation-preserving affini-39

ties A in two and in three dimensions. In Section 5.3, we pro-40

pose efficient constructions of smooth-looking, piecewise-steady41

morphs for the rare configurations where SAM does not exist.42

In Section 6, we prove several useful (and sometimes surpris-43

ingly beautiful) properties of SAMs. For example, a SAM is in44

general unique, affine-invariant, and reversible. Its velocity field is45

stationary both in the global and in the moving frame. It preserves46

rigidity (when A is an isometry, the SAM is a screw), similarity47

(when A is a similarity in 3D, the SAM is the composition of a 2D48

logarithmic spiral motion with an exponential scaling in the third49

dimension), and volume in 3D or area in 2D (when A does).50

In Section 3, we discuss prior art and show that (except for cases51

where A is an isometry or a 2D similarity) previously proposed so-52

lutions are not steady. In Sections 2 and 6.4, and in the accompa-53

nying videos posted on the ACM website, we show that non-steady54

alternatives exhibit undesirable accelerations and non-monotonic55

changes of volume or area.56

In Section 7, we discuss potential applications of SAM to colli-57

sion detection, to the computation of envelopes of swept regions, to58

the design of regular patterns and of their animation, and to the cre-59

ation of smooth-looking, piecewise steady motions that interpolate60

a series of key-frame control-poses.61

2. PRELIMINARIES62

In this section, we introduce our terminology and notation, define63

our solution, compare it to others, and discuss its properties.64

2.1 Affinities65

Here, we remind the reader of a few elementary properties of affini-66

ties. More detailed discussion can be found in many books, for ex-67

ample [Agoston 2005].68

An affinity is a homeomorphism between Rn and itself and69

hence is invertible. It preserves convexity, co-linearity, parallelism,70

and ratios along a line, but in general, does not preserve angles or71

distances.72

A transformation is affine when the image A(p) of an arbi-73

trary point p = (x, y, z) can be expressed as t + x~i + y~j + z~k74

for some fixed set of linearly independent vectors ~i, ~j, and ~k and75

for some point t. For an affinity A, the vectors ~i,~j and ~k are76

the images by A of the vectors of the universal orthogonal basis77

{(1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1)}, while t is the image by A of the ori-78

gin o = (0, 0, 0). Hence, we representA by the quadruple [~i~j~k | t],79

for clarity using a vertical bar to separate the linear part (vectors)80

from the translation (point). A defines a local frame, which we call81

pose. It can be stored as a 3 × 4 matrix. For consistency with ho-82

mogeneous matrix packages, A may also be stored as a 4 × 4 ma-83

trix. Such matrices are used in constructive representations of solid84

models, scene graphs, and animations. Their compositions are sup-85

ported by graphic adapters.86

We use the symbol L to denote the linear part of A, i.e., the87

3 × 3 sub-matrix [~i~j~k]. We can write A(p) = L(−→op) + t, which88

displaces the point t by vector L(−→op).89

An affinity may be specified in various ways.90

For example, it may be defined as the composition of a series of91

parameterized primitive transformations (rotation, translation, scal-92

ing, shear) [Mortenson 2007], which are supported by most design93

systems.94

An affinity may also be specified as the difference (more pre-95

cisely as the composition of one with the inverse of the other) be-96

tween affinities B and C. For example, consider a shape F and its97

two instances, B(F ) and C(F ). We want an affinity A that trans-98

forms B(F ) into C(F ) = A(B(F )). Hence, by the associativity99

of matrix multiplication C = A ◦B and A = C ◦B−1.100

Finally, an affinity in Rn may be specified by n + 1 pairs of101

matching points (si, fi), such that both {si} and {fi} are linearly102

independent sets. These points define n + 1 point-equality con-103

straints: fi = A(si) for i in {0, 1, . . . , n}, each resulting in n equa-104

tions, one per coordinate. One may compute the coefficients of A105

by solving the corresponding system of n(n+ 1) linear equations.106

Notice that the solution is quite simple, since the system decou-107

ples into blocks of n + 1 rows and columns, and one needs only108

invert that sub-matrix and apply the inverse to the different coor-109

dinates. Alternatively, we may define affinities B and C that map110

the standard basis onto the frames defined by the {si} and the {fi}111

respectively (for instance B = [−−→s0s1
−−→s0s2

−−→s0s3 | s0]), and compute112

A = C ◦ B−1, as justified above. When more than n + 1 point-113

pairs are given, least-squares registration [Bregler et al. 2002] may114

be invoked to compute an optimal fit.115

Here, we focus on orientation-preserving affinities in two and116

three dimensions. Therefore, the determinant of L must be strictly117

positive. Affinities for which the determinant of L is not positive118

cannot be animated by a SAM, because any continuous path join-119

ing an orientation-preserving affinity and another involving a sym-120

metry must contain a singular transformation (one with zero deter-121

minant), which is not an affinity.122

2.2 Steady Affine Morph (SAM)123

An affine motion, not to be confused with a transformation, is a124

continuous mapping from the real line (time values) to the set of125

affinities. Let At denotes the affinity associated with time value t.126

If we are given two poses (affinities),B andC, and wish to com-127

pute a motion that progressively interpolates between them, we use,128

as explained above, A = C ◦B−1 and to each time t associate the129

affinity At ◦B, thus applying At in the frame of B.130

Without loss of generality, we can shift and scale time so that the131

motion starts at time 0 (and hence A0 is the identity 1) and so that,132

at time t = 1, we obtain the desired affinity A (hence A1 = A).133

Note that an 1 and A pair (or equivalently a B and C pair) does134

not completely define the interpolation, since an infinity of affine135

motions exist that satisfy these constraints.136

To remove this ambiguity, we require (when possible) that the137

motion be steady. This term is precisely defined:138

An affine motion At is steady if and only if there ex-139

ists an affinity A such that140

At = At (1)

We believe that this definition is novel and important because it141

provides a canonical form of an affine interpolating motion that142

happens to be aesthetically pleasing and mathematically beautiful.143

Hence, we define the Steady Affine Morph (abbreviated SAM)144

from starting pose B to ending pose C as the steady interpolating145

motion At ◦B with A = C ◦B−1.146
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Although elegant, Equation (1) uses a non-standard notation of147

an affinity raised to a real power t. The equivalent notation148

At = et log(A) (2)

is more standard. However, it involves the log of a 3 × 4 matrix.149

(One could consider computing the log of the corresponding ho-150

mogeneous 4× 4 matrix, but, as far as we know, there is no simple151

closed form expression for extracting the logarithm of a 4× 4 ma-152

trix, whereas we provide such closed forms to compute a meaning-153

ful At.)154

The notion of using the exponential to parameterize a group of155

transformations dates back to the seminal work of Sophus Lie in156

the nineteenth century. When restricted to the case of rotations, it157

has been advocated for graphical applications by Grassia [Gras-158

sia 1998]. Alexa [Alexa 2002] has also used it to compute linear159

combinations of homogeneous matrices. The concept of steadiness160

introduced here differs from the “As-Rigid-as-possible” property161

introduced in [Alexa et al. 2000] in three ways:162

(1) Steadiness has a precise mathematical definition,163

(2) Steadiness defines the full affine motion, not just its linear part,164

and165

(3) A steady motion that interpolates two poses is unique.166

2.3 SAM properties167

SAMs have several remarkable and useful properties:168

(1) When it exists, the SAM that interpolates two given poses is169

unique (discarding SAMs that rotate by more than 360 degrees170

and excluding 180 degrees turns).171

(2) The SAM that interpolates two poses is affine-invariant (i.e.,172

it is not affected by a change of coordinate system). The im-173

portance of this property was stressed in [Rossignac and Kim174

2001; Lee and Shin 2002; Kavan et al. 2008].175

(3) A SAM is reversible (i.e., direction-independent): the reverse176

motion is obtained by swapping the first and last poses. The177

importance of this property was claimed in [Kavan et al. 2008].178

(4) Integral measures (volumes, area) evolve monotonically dur-179

ing a SAM (see Section 6.4), which implies that they remain180

constant if A preserves them.181

(5) When interpolating rigid transformations (isometries) in 3D,182

the SAM is a screw and hence preserves rigidity (which is of-183

ten desired in animation [Alexa et al. 2000]) and satisfies the184

shortest path (smallest rotation angle) and constant speed (lin-185

ear variation of rotation angle and translation distance) proper-186

ties advocated in [Kavan et al. 2008].187

(6) During a SAM, the velocity of every point remains constant in188

both the local and the global frame. This property may be ver-189

ified in Figure 2. It simplifies the computation of the envelope190

of the swept region (see [Rossignac et al. 2007]). We show in191

Section 6.1 that SAMs are the only motions with this property.192

(7) The motion followed by a point during a 3D SAM combines193

a logarithmic spiral in a plane with an exponential scaling in a194

direction transversal to the plane. The simplicity of the math-195

ematical description of this motion facilitates the computation196

of point/plane collisions, hence suggesting possible extensions197

of the collision prediction techniques, originally developed for198

screw motions [Kim and Rossignac 2003], to affine motions.199

(8) SAM produces visually pleasing animations, where points200

travel along naturally arcing trajectories without unexpected201

inflections. Animation artists often prefer such trajectories to202

Fig. 2. A comparison of different motions acting on a triangle (top) and on
a textured quad (bottom). Notice also that, during a SAM (right column), the
velocity vectors drawn at the triangle vertices remain constant, in the local
frame. For example, the velocity of the top vertex of the triangle always
ends at the same relative place near the opposite edge.

linear motions [Johnston and Thomas 1995; Whited et al.203

2010]. For example, in Figure 2, notice how SAM (right col-204

umn) achieves the most uniformly spaced and least distorted205

pattern of pictures.206

To illustrate, in a static picture, the fact that SAM evolves207

smoothly as the user changes the starting and/or the ending pose,208

we show in Figure 3 a slowly changing series (left-to-right) of start-209

ing (top) and ending (bottom) pose-pairs (produced themselves as210

intermediate poses of SAMs) and, for each pair, we show the inter-211

polating SAM as a vertical row (regular pattern) of shapes.212

2.4 Comparison with other morphs213

Here, we contrast SAM with other (unsteady) morphs using a two-214

dimensional example. Figure 2 compares five in-betweening mo-215

tions that interpolate the same pair of starting and ending (control)216

poses using a triangle (top) and a rectangular image (bottom).217

The columns correspond (left to right) to (a) linear interpolation218

of vertex positions, (b) a modified ARAP [Alexa et al. 2000], where219

a constant-speed translation along the line joining the barycenters220

has been added (because ARAP only deals with the evolution of221

the shape and its orientation, but not with its position), (c) a loga-222
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Fig. 3. A series of SAMs, each one shown as a vertical row of poses, for a
smoothly varying (left-to-right) set of starting and ending poses.

rithmic spiral motion, which interpolates the positions, orientations223

and uniform scaling, combined with a linear interpolation of the224

residue, (d) a blending (weighted average) of three logarithmic spi-225

rals computed from the three pairs of sides of the triangles (as used226

in [Whited et al. 2010]), and (e) the SAM proposed in this paper.227

For each morph, we report our ARA measure of unsteadiness.228

We formulate this measure as the integral over space and time of the229

acceleration in the moving frame. We compute it using a dense reg-230

ular sampling of a vicinity of the moving shape and obtain, Top: lin-231

ear=.063, rARAP=.047, ASAP=.029, TSB=.008, and SAM=.000.232

Bottom: linear=.417, rARAP=.189, ASAP=.015, TSB=.021, and233

SAM=.000.234

3. PRIOR ART235

We split prior art into three groups: (1) the special case of screw236

motions, (2) previously proposed numeric solutions for extracting237

roots and logarithms of linear transformations, and (3) unsteady238

morphs.239

3.1 Steady interpolation of isometries240

Since we assume that L (the linear part of affinity A) is orientation241

preserving, when the column vectors of L form an orthonormal242

basis, A represents an isometry (i.e., a rigid body transformation)243

and may be expressed as a rotation (defined by the matrix L) and a244

translation (from the origin to point t).245

In two dimensions, the SAM of a rigid body transformation is246

either a constant velocity translation (when L = 1) or a rotation247

with constant angular velocity around a fixed point q, which may248

be easily computed by solving the linear system of two equations249

A(q) = q. The angle a of the rotation is defined by the first column250

vector of L: (cos(a), sin(a))T.251

In three dimensions, the corresponding SAM is a screw motion252

[Rossignac and Kim 2001], which combines a constant angular ve-253

locity rotation (by angle ta) around a fixed axis (with direction ~d254

and passing through the fixed point q) and a constant velocity trans-255

lation (by distance td) in the direction ~d.256

Simple closed-form expressions have been proposed for com-257

puting the screw parameters (~d, q, a, and d) using variations of258

the Rodrigues formula [Rossignac and Kim 2001; Llamas et al.259

2003]. The screw motion may also be computed and animated us-260

ing dual quaternions [Clifford 1882], which offer benefits for GPU261

support and for computing weighted averages of more than two262

rigid body transformations. For example, the Screw Linear Interpo-263

lation (ScLERP) proposed in [Kavan et al. 2008] as a generalization264

of SLERP [Shoemake 1985] produces screw motions.265

Note that, when applied to the special case of a rigid body mo-266

tion, A, the more general EAR approach proposed here computes267

the correct ~d as the eigenvector of the unique real eigenvalue of L268

and q as the fixed point of A. (The SAM of a rigid transformation269

A is the corresponding screw motion.)270

3.2 Numeric solutions for computing log(L)271

We discuss here previously proposed iterative approaches for com-272

puting log(L), which is the fundamental challenge to be solved273

when computing At in the general case, see Equation (9).274

There is abundant bibliography on the computation of exponen-275

tials, logarithms and square roots of matrices of arbitrary dimen-276

sion. See for example [Meini 2005; Cheng et al. 2000; Golub and277

Van Loan 1996; Davies and Higham 2003] or [Higham 1986]. The278

reported algorithms are also available on standard platforms, such279

as Matlab [Higham and Higham 2005].280

A approach based on the Schur decomposition [Davies and281

Higham 2003] performs a change of basis to obtain an upper-282

triangular matrix. This decomposition is known (see for exam-283

ple [Golub and Van Loan 1996]) to be cheaper to compute than284

the Jordan normal form, and to be also more stable numerically.285

Since the change of basis commutes with the logarithm and with286

exponentiation, the problem is reduced to the simpler problem of287

computing the log of an upper-triangular matrix. This seems the288

best approach for matrices of arbitrary dimension, but is an unnec-289

essary complication compared to our straightforward formulas for290

fixed dimension 2 or 3.291

As pointed out in [Kavan et al. 2008] these general, dimension-292

independent, solutions suffer from numeric errors. Furthermore,293

their robust implementation is delicate because of possible conver-294

gence and branching problems. For example, consider the two di-295

mensional matrix A =

[
−2 0

0 −2

]
which has a double negative296

eigenvalue. The logm functions of both Matlab and Octave —a297

public domain clone of Matlab (see [Eaton 2000])— return a com-298

plex solution, when in fact a real solution,
[
log(2) −π
π log(2)

]
, exists299

and is correctly computed by our EAR implementation.300

The closed-form solution proposed here for computing —when301

it exists— the real log of 2×2 and 3×3 matrices, may help address302

the issues of computational cost and numerical stability discussed303

above.304

The discussion of the existence of a real solution is deferred to305

Section 5.306

3.3 Unsteady interpolations307

In this subsection, we discuss previously proposed interpolation308

techniques that produce unsteady motions. We also discuss the con-309

cept of rigidity introduced in prior art and its relation to the concept310

of steadiness introduced here.311

We split the unsteady interpolation techniques into three cat-312

egories: (1) Those dealing with rigid body transformations. (2)313
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Those dealing only with the linear sub-matrix L, hence ignoring314

the translation part of the motion (such an approach is appropri-315

ate when only the shape and orientation of the moving object are316

important or when its center of mass must follow a trajectory pre-317

scribed by physics or artistic concerns). And (3) those dealing with318

more general affinities.319

3.3.1 Rigid body transformations. Several authors have pro-320

posed techniques for blending spherical spline curves on the S3
321

unit sphere [Buss and Fillmore 2001b; Shoemake 1985; 1987; Duff322

1986; Wang and Joe 1993; Roberts et al. 1988; Kim and Nam323

1995]. Barr et al. [1992] use quaternions, but compute a smooth324

rotation that interpolates a given sequence of constraint poses. Kim325

et al. [1995] generalize this approach by providing a general frame-326

work for interpolating motions with unit quaternion splines. Ma327

et al. [2000] used B-splines to compute smooth interpolating rigid328

body motions. They first approximate the reference frames by B-329

splines that do not preserve orthogonality, and then compute the330

best orthogonal approximation through a Newton iteration (for each331

frame).332

Kavan et al. [2008] compare their (ScLERP) approach to two333

other unsteady solutions: DLB and DIB. Their Dual quaternion334

Linear Blending (DLB) is a generalization of the QLB [Kavan and335

Žára 2005], which performs a linear interpolation of quaternions,336

followed by a normalization. DLB uses the same fixed screw axis337

as ScLERP, but changes the rotation angle and translation distance338

non-linearly and differently. The discrepancy is small. The Dual339

quaternion Iterative Blending (DIB) is a generalization of spherical340

averages [Buss and Fillmore 2001a].341

3.3.2 Interpolations of L. Techniques described in this sub-342

section focus only on the linear part,L, of the transformation, hence343

ignore translation.344

The linear interpolation of the coefficients of L is often not ac-345

ceptable because it may temporarily invert the shape, and may346

evolve the area/volume in a non-monotonic fashion.347

Shoemake [1985] and Shoemake and Duff [1992] use spherical348

linear interpolation (SLERP) to interpolate orientations represented349

using quaternions and combine it with a linear interpolation of the350

coefficients of a stretch matrix. In [Shoemake and Duff 1992], they351

use the polar decomposition to parameterize and animate an affin-352

ity. They decompose an affinity A into the product R ◦ S of a rigid353

motion R and a symmetric positive-definite stretch matrix S. R354

is computed by minimizing the Frobenius norm ||A − R||. Then,355

both R and S are parameterized by time and the animated affinity356

composed as R(t) ◦ S(t). R(t) is animated as a screw and S(t)357

is animated using a linear interpolation of the matrix coefficients.358

Shoemake and Duff apply their approach to construct smooth mo-359

tions that interpolate more than two affine transformations. Com-360

puting independent splines that interpolate the coefficients of the361

matrices of these transformations may produce unwanted distor-362

tions because the orthogonality of R(t) and the rigidity of S(t) are363

not enforced.364

Alexa et al. (see [Alexa et al. 2000]) use a decomposition sim-365

ilar to the polar decomposition in [Shoemake and Duff 1992], but366

instead of finding the rotation through a minimization, they use the367

SVD (Singular Value Decomposition, see [Golub and Van Loan368

1996]) of L. The SVD returns two orthogonal matrices U and V ,369

and a diagonal matrix Y , such that L = UTY V . These orthogo-370

nal matrices are pure rotations when their determinant is positive371

(i.e. when it is 1). SVD may return matrices with negative determi-372

nants, but in this case, and if the affinity is orientation-preserving,373

exchanging the variables will yield orthogonal matrices with pos-374

itive determinant, from which we can then extract the angles (α375

and β). The linear part of the affinity can then be written as L =376

R(α) ◦R(β) ◦ (R(−β) ◦Y ◦R(β)) = R(α+β) ◦B, where B =377

R(−β)◦Y ◦R(β) is a positive definite stretch matrix, analogous to378

(but different from) S in [Shoemake and Duff 1992]. Then, a morph379

ofLmay be formulated asL(t) = R(t(α+β))◦((1−t)·I+t·B).380

Notice that since α and β are computed independently, their sum’s381

absolute value may exceed 2π, in which case the authors of ARAP382

recommend adding/subtracting 2π (see also [Fu et al. 2005; Choi383

and Szymczak 2003] for a more detailed discussion).384

Furthermore, note that the decomposition proposed in [Alexa385

et al. 2000] produces, in general, a different solution than the just-386

as-valid, decomposition: L(t) = ((1− t) ·I+ t ·B)◦R(t(α+β)),387

withB = R(α)◦Y ◦R(−α). This possibility of choosing between388

two different solutions suggests that neither one is optimal and that389

an optimal solution exists that is “more rigid” than the “As-Rigid-390

As-Possible” solution of [Alexa et al. 2000].391

We have attempted to produce a steady solution by using our392

ASAP variation of the ARAP scheme, obtained by replacing the393

linear interpolation between the identity and B by an exponential394

interpolation. This modified solution would yield: L(t) = R(t(α+395

β)) ◦ R(−β) ◦ Y t ◦ R(β). Unfortunately, this improved solution396

is still not steady, and in fact produces a different result from the397

similar, and equally valid variation: L(t) = R(α) ◦ Y t ◦R(−α) ◦398

R(t(α+ β)).399

Alexa [2002] approximates log(L) by a series expansion. Since400

such an approach only converges for matrices close to the iden-401

tity, Alexa first computes an approximation of Lt by performing402

a series of square root extractions during a binary partition of the403

unit time interval. Because of the binary search and the series ex-404

pansion, this approach is slower than our EAR solution. Further-405

more, to extract the square roots, Alexa relies on the Denman-406

Beavers iteration, which was found to be unstable [Higham 1986].407

In fact, our equation (2) is consistent with Equation (7) in [Alexa408

2002], where the linear combination (1− t)1+ tA is expressed as409

e(1−t) log(1)+t log(A), which simplifies to et log(A), since log(1) =410

[0]. Yet, our solution differs from Alexa’s in two important ways:411

(1) When interpolating between B and C, Alexa proposes to412

use e(1−t) log(B)+t log(C) which is elog(B)+t(log(C)−log(B)) and413

therefore is not equivalent to the expression we use, namely414

et log(C◦B−1) ◦ B, except in singular cases when B and C415

commute. Hence, when B and C do not commute (which is416

the general case), the solution proposed in [Alexa 2002] is417

not steady. For example, consider the 2D case where B =418

Rotate(90◦), and C = Translate(6, 0). Extract the mid-419

course transformation X = A1/2. Our SAM formulation420

yields421

XSAM =

[
1√
2

1√
2

3

− 1√
2

1√
2

3
√

2− 3

]
.

Note that X2
SAM ◦B = C, and hence XSAM = A1/2, which422

is consistent with the definition of a steady motion. In contrast,423

the formulation proposed in [Alexa 2002] yields a different re-424

sult:425

XAlexa =

 1√
2

1√
2

6
√

2
π

− 1√
2

1√
2
− 6(

√
2−2)
π


showing that the motions produced by the scheme of [Alexa426

2002] are not steady; one may observe that, in this simple case,427

both solutions turn the model by the same amount, butX2
SAM ◦428
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6 • J. Rossignac and À. Vinacua

B = C, while X2
Alexa ◦ B is a translation by only 12

√
2

π
≈429

5.402 in the x direction, and hence is different from C (see430

Figure 4). Notice that when B and C commute (for example if431

B = 1), the two solutions are identical.

x

y

q

FFt=0

F
XSAM◦B

t= 1
2

FX2
SAM◦B

F
XAlexa◦B

FX2
Alexa

◦B

Fig. 4. The mid-way pose produced by SAM (red) amounts to a rotation
by −π2 around the fixed point q = (3,−3). The mid-way pose produced
using the interpolation of [Alexa 2002] is shown in blue. Squaring the cor-
responding transformation does not interpolate the final position, showing
that the scheme is not steady.

432

(2) Alexa computes log(A) for a 4× 4 matrix A using dimension433

independent, iterative, numeric tools. Instead, we propose here434

a new approach that is limited to two and three dimensions,435

but performs the computation using closed form expressions436

directly, without iterations. This new solution has robustness437

and performance benefits.438

We provide a comparison (Figure 5) of SAM (red) with the expo-439

nential interpolation proposed in [Alexa 2002] (blue). By inspect-440

ing the overlaps between pairs of consecutive triangles, notice how441

the blue triangle moves and rotates more slowly at the left, and442

more quickly at the right, whereas the constant velocity of the red443

triangle makes consecutive poses overlap in the same way.

Fig. 5. The motions defined by SAM (red) and by the algorithm of [Alexa
2002] (blue) between the two triangles drawn in black, sampled at equal
intervals in time.

444

In their Dual quaternion Iterative Blending (DIB), Kavan et445

al. [2006] propose an iterative extension of Alexa’s ‘log-matrix446

blending’ ([Alexa 2002]) that makes a constant-speed, shortest path447

solution, but warn that the matrix exponential and logarithm rou-448

tines it uses require numeric solutions to be applied iteratively,449

which reduces performance and accumulates numeric errors.450

3.3.3 Steadiness and rigidity. In their “As-Rigid-As-Possible”451

(ARAP) approach, Alexa et al. [2000] refer to the rigidity of an452

interpolating motion, but do not offer a formal definition of rigidity.453

In contrast, steady motions are precisely defined here, and ensure454

that the shape deformation is as rigid as possible, and at the same455

time ensure that the overall motion is free of undesired undulation.456

Hyun et al. [2002] propose an approach for progressively refin-457

ing an affine spline motion using an iterative procedure that in-458

volves knot insertion and degree elevation and operates on a curve459

in a linear 12-dimensional space (of the affine matrix coefficients),460

where they relate the fairness of the curve in 12-space to the rigidity461

and fairness of the motion in 3-space. Hence, their rigidity measure462

corresponds to non-quadratic fairness measures and requires a nu-463

merical approximation. They measure rigidity by integrating over464

time the first or second derivatives of the lengths of a certain set465

of witness vectors as they are transformed (see their equations (12)466

and (13)). Their measure differs from the ARA measure proposed467

here. Because of the non-linear nature of the problem, their solu-468

tion requires an iterative minimization. In cases where the final pose469

is the image under a rigid motion of the original, the correspond-470

ing SAM will make all the witness vectors constant in length, and471

therefore both measures will be minimized (and will actually be472

zero). However, in other more general cases, the measure proposed473

in [Hyun et al. 2002] will depend on the choice of witness vectors.474

Changing those will likely yield a different solution. EAR yields a475

unique solution, the steady one, and therefore is different from the476

solution proposed in [Hyun et al. 2002].477

4. EAR (OVERVIEW)478

The closed-form solution proposed here for computing At in 3D,479

when it exists as a real matrix, distinguishes: (a) three types of gen-480

eral configurations, which correspond to full-dimensional subsets481

of the twelve-dimensional space of affinities, and (b) several sin-482

gular configurations, which correspond to the lower-dimensional483

boundaries of the general configuration subsets, and represent spe-484

cial cases, such as a simple translation or a rotation by 180 degrees.485

The various special cases of the singular configurations can be486

identified reliably using simple closed-form Boolean expressions487

and are each treated using a specific formulation for At. Although488

these special cases increase the complexity of the implementation489

and of its description, we chose to treat these special cases explic-490

itly (rather than to approximate them by a nearby general config-491

uration obtained by a small perturbation) because exact solutions492

may be required in mechanical or architectural applications.493

Our approach for identifying which type of general configuration494

corresponds to a given affinityA and for producing the closed form495

construction for At is based on two observations.496

(1) We can express At(p) as Lt(−→qp) + q = etlog(L) (−→qp) + q,497

where q is a fixed point (which exists and is unique in general498

configurations).499

(2) In 3D,Lmust have at least one real positive eigenvalue. There-500

fore,Lmay be expressed as the commutative product of a scal-501

ing along the corresponding eigenvector −→e1 and of a 2D linear502

transformation. Hence, we compute Lt as the product of an503

exponential scaling along −→e1 and of a 2D SAM in the linear504

sub-space spanned by the other two —probably generalized—505

eigenvectors.506

Assuming that the singular cases have been screened and that we507

are hence in a general case, to solve the 2D version of our problem,508

we distinguish three types of general configurations, based on the509

characteristic polynomial of a 2 × 2 matrix L (which is the linear510
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part of A in 2D or the restriction of A to the appropriate subspace511

in 3D):512

(1) L has two real positive eigenvalues: This configuration corre-513

sponds to the simple case where L can be diagonalized.514

(2) L has two complex conjugate eigenvalues: We provide a closed515

form solution that does not use complex numbers.516

(3) L has two real negative eigenvalues: This configuration corre-517

sponds to cases where no real solution exists, and hence there518

is no SAM. We discuss in Section 5 unsteady or piecewise-519

steady solutions for such bad configurations.520

Note that real eigenvalues of L cannot have opposite signs, since L521

is orientation preserving.522

In the Appendix, we provide and justify the derivation of our523

closed form expressions for identifying the appropriate general or524

singular case and for computing the corresponding At in two and525

three dimensions, when it exists.526

5. EXISTENCE OF A SAM527

Considering that a real log(A) may not exist, we address here sev-528

eral important questions:529

(1) Does EAR always produce a solution when one exists?530

(2) Is there a safe set of good configurations (for which SAM ex-531

ists) that is sufficiently large to be useful for common applica-532

tions?533

(3) What unsteady motions should be used in the bad configura-534

tions?535

5.1 Characterization of bad configurations536

To compute the SAM, we need to compute Lt, which, depending537

on the case, can be done either through diagonalization or by com-538

puting log(L). Even when it is done through diagonalization, the539

conditions that L needs to meet (it diagonalizes into a matrix with540

positive entries) ensure the existence of a real log(L). Hence SAM541

exists when and only when log(L) is real. A precise characteriza-542

tion of when this happens is given in [Culver 1966]: the algebraic543

and geometrical multiplicities of each real negative eigenvalue of544

L must be equal and even. Notice that (contrary to what is stated545

in [Alexa et al. 2000]) an arbitrary orientation-preserving affinity546

does not necessarily satisfy this condition. However, all orientation547

preserving affinities with a homogeneous scaling (similarities) do548

have a real logarithm. Since we are interested here in dimensions 2549

and 3, Culver’s characterization means that550

For L to have a real logarithm, if there is a negative
eigenvalue, it must be a double eigenvalue with two
linearly independent eigenvectors.

(3)

In the singular case of a double negative eigenvalue with two lin-551

early independent eigenvectors, the affinity is a rotation by 180552

degrees (possibly combined with a uniform scaling). Then both553

eigenvalues are −s, where s is the scale factor. However, general554

case affinities arbitrarily “near” this one may have distinct negative555

eigenvalues, and hence may not have a real logarithm.556

Ignoring the singular configurations, an orientation-preserving557

2 × 2 matrix L does not have a real log when its two eigenval-558

ues, λ1 and λ2, are negative. This happens only when dL ≥ 0 and559

trace(L) ≤ −2
√
dL, where trace(L) is the sum of the diagonal560

elements of L, and dL is the discriminant of its characteristic poly-561

nomial, i.e. dL =
(

trace(L)
2

)2

− det(L).562

5.2 Geometry of configurations where SAM exists563

Culver’s existence condition quoted in the previous Subection indi-564

cates that solvability (i.e., the existence of SAM) is not affected by565

changes in translation and in uniform scaling.566

Furthermore, a three dimensional matrix L always has one567

“good” direction along which it is a scaling by a real eigenvalue.568

We may further always choose a positive eigenvalue, since we are569

considering orientation-preserving matrices, which cannot have, in570

three dimensions, all of their real eigenvalues negative. Therefore,571

solvability is determined by the restriction of L to the sub-space of572

the remaining generalized eigenvectors.573

Hence, we need only discuss solvability in the space of all 2× 2574

matrices of determinant one, which can be constructed as R(a) ∗575

R(−c) ∗ Y (1/s, s) ∗ R(c), where R(x) denotes rotations around576

the origin by the given angle x, Y (x, y) is a diagonal matrix with577

entries x and y, and where s and 1/s are the two singular values of578

L. Solvability is not affected by changing the angle c. Therefore,579

we only examine the solvability for (a, s) pairs, where unsolvable580

regions are painted red. Note that we only need to study solvability581

for 0 < s ≤ 1, since when s > 1 the other singular value 1/s582

lies between 0 and 1. Bad configurations, shown red in figure 6,583

satisfy trace(L) < −2
√
dL. Rewriting this inequality using the

Fig. 6. Solvability for 2×2 matrices of determinant 1. Going from-left-to-
right, the rotation angle a varies from−π to π. Going up, the singular value
s varies from 0 to 1, while 1/s varies from infinity to 1. The save region is
convex and contains a trapezoid (black border).

584

coefficients of L = R(a) ∗ Y (1/s, s) expressed in terms of a and585

s yields:586

|a| < cos−1 −2s

s2 + 1
(4)

Observe that the good region, where SAM exists, is convex and587

contains a trapezoid defined by: |a| < (1 + s)π/2.588

For a different perspective on the size of the good region where589

SAM exists in three dimensions, we have checked a dense sampling590

of configuration parameters in a limited region in the space of 3 ×591

3 matrices. Since a uniform scaling does not affect the existence592

of a solution, our sample space consists of a set of directions, a593

set of rotations around those directions, and a set of perturbations594

of each element in the resulting matrix. To sample directions, we595

have constructed an icosahedron, subdivided it twice, and tested all596

axes emanating from the origin and passing through a vertex of the597

result. We then tested rotations around those axes from −θ to θ,598

and for each such rotation, we have added a perturbation to each599

element of the matrix L by −p, 0 or p in all possible combinations,600

and checked if the resulting matrix had a logarithm.601

For each configuration, we report the total rotation angle θ and602

the perturbation p. When θ < 2π/3 a SAM exists for all config-603

urations where p < 0.29. The bound p decreases as the bound604

on the rotation angle is increased. Restricting θ < π/2 allows for605

perturbations up to .33, while restricting θ < π/4 allows for per-606

turbations up to .50.607
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8 • J. Rossignac and À. Vinacua

5.3 When no SAM exists608

We have explored a variety of strategies for dealing with situations609

where no SAM exists.610

The simplest strategy is to invite the designer (or use an unsteady611

motion) to provide an intermediate control pose. For instance, if no612

SAM exists between pose FA and FC , the designer may insert a613

new control pose FB between FA and FC . The simplest way of614

using this new pose is to compute what we call a polySAM, a con-615

tinuous motion concatenating a sequence of SAM spans: a SAM616

from FA to FB and a SAM from FB to FC . The burden is on the

Fig. 7. The initial configuration (a) has no SAM between the FA (lower
left) and FC (lower right) poses. The designer or an unsteady interpolation
inserts an intermediate pose FB (top center). A polySAM (b) that concate-
nates a SAM from FA to FB with a SAM from FB to FC shows a veloc-
ity discontinuity when passing at FB . A quadratic Bézier motion (c) (i.e.,
a parabolic curve in the space of affinities) with control poses FA, FB ,
and FC does not have such a discontinuity, but does not interpolate FB .
Our SAM bi-arc retrofit construction (d) produces a concatenation of two
quadratic Bézier motions that interpolates FB and is smooth.

617

designer to adjust FB so that both SAMs exist. Although this solu-618

tion produces a continuous motion, it is only piecewise-steady and619

typically exhibits a sharp discontinuity of velocity when the mov-620

ing shape passes the pose FB (see Figure 7-b).621

To remove this discontinuity, if we do not require that the new622

motion interpolate FB , but only that it pass close to it, we can use a623

motion defined by a quadratic Bézier motion (quadratic curve in the624

space of affinities) with control poses (FA, FB and FC ) and where625

SAM is used instead of linear interpolation (see Figure 7-c). We626

could also use a retrofitting procedure (similar to those discussed627

in [Rossignac and Schaefer 2008]) to compute a perturbation of FB628

that brings the Bézier motion closer to the original FB . Instead,629

we propose to retrofit a SAM bi-arc (Figure 7-d), a motion that630

concatenates two quadratic Bézier motions connected at FB . This631

construction producesC1 motions, although they are in general not632

steady. Velocity continuity follows from the observation that pose633

FB is the mid-course pose of the SAM from FL to FR.634

Our retrofit construction is very simple. Let SAM(FA, t, FB)635

return the pose at time t along a SAM that interpolates between636

pose FA and pose FB . Let SAM(FX, FA, t, FB) return the637

image of pose FX transformed by SAM(FA,t, FB). Then, let638

bezier(FA, FB, FC, t) return the affinity for time parameter639

t on a quadratic Bézier curve in the space of affinities with control640

poses (FA, FB , FC), where a SAM is used as the primitive inter-641

polation between two poses. We implement it as:642

Pose bezier(Pose FA, Pose FB, Pose FC, float t)643

{ return SAM(SAM(FA, t, FB), t, SAM(FB, t, FC)); }644

We want to construct a motion that starts at FA, passes at FB ex-645

actly at t = 1/2, and ends at FC . We concatenate two quadratic646

Bézier motions: one with control poses (FA, FL, FB) and the other647

one with control pose (FB , FR, FC). Specifically, when t ≤ 1/2,648

we use a bezier with control poses (FA, FL, FB) and parameter649

2t, and when t > 1/2, we use the symmetric construction:650

if(t<=0.5) return bezier(FA, FL, FB, t*2);651

else return bezier(FB, FR, FC, (t-0.5)*2);652

We compute FL and FR as FL = leftControl(FA, FB , FC)653

and FR = leftControl(FC , FB , FA), using654

Pose leftControl (Pose FA, Pose FB, Pose FC)655

{return SAM(SAM(FA,0.75, FB), FC, .25, FB);}656

Note that we have chosen a construction that only requires com-657

puting SAMs between FA and FB and between FB and FC , since658

the SAM between FA and FC may not exist.659

In 2D, the automatic techniques that may be used to produce660

an unsteady motion serving to provide the intermediate pose FB661

include our rARAP, ASAP, and TSB unsteady alternatives. In 3D,662

one could explore using extensions of these 2D solutions and also663

unsteady solutions previously proposed in the literature.664

These solutions produce smooth, but unsteady motions. If the ap-665

plication can benefit from the properties of SAM, we simply pro-666

duce a sequence of m poses uniformly sampled along the unsteady667

morph and produce a polySAM composed of a SAM between each668

pair of consecutive sample poses. The number m of samples may669

be used to fine-tune the proper compromise between velocity dis-670

continuities at the inserted samples (which decrease as m grows)671

and processing cost (which increases with m as more SAMs must672

be processed).673

6. PROPERTIES OF SAMS674

Steady Affine Morphs have several beautiful properties. In this sec-675

tion, we prove a few, hoping to motivate further exploration.676

6.1 Uniqueness677

First, let us answer the following question. Given an affinityA, can678

there be more than one SAM that interpolates between the identity679

1 and A?680

Consider an affine motion At. Requiring that, at any time t, and681

for any point p, the velocity at which p is moving in the local frame682

(the frame given by the columns of L) be constant over time, yields683

a system of ODEs:684

d

dt
L(t) = M ◦ L(t), (5)

and685

d

dt
t(t) = L(t)

([
σ
τ

])
(6)

where M is a constant matrix and σ and τ are constraints deter-686

mined by the translation part t. Without constraints, we may freely687

choose M , σ and τ . If however we want a certain initial simplex at688

time 0 to reach a specific position at time 1, then we need to solve689

for the appropriate values of M , σ and τ .690
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Note that the resulting motions are no other than SAMs. The so-691

lutions of Equation (5) are of the form L(t) = etM [Arnold 1981],692

and since we wantL(1) = L (our time shifting and scaling conven-693

tion),M must be log(L). It then follows from the uniqueness of the694

solutions to these differential equations that there can only be one695

SAM between two given affinities if we fix the times (in our case 0696

and 1) when the motion interpolates the given affinities. This holds697

except for branching points (a turn by 180 degrees may equally be698

interpolated by either increasingly positive or increasingly negative699

turns), and rotation cycles (when one reaches the destination af-700

ter a rotation by more than 360 degrees), which we choose not to701

do. One easily checks by differentiation of the exponential that a702

SAM defined by Equation (1) or (2) satisfies this ODE and thus has703

constant velocity in the local frame. Therefore, the constant veloc-704

ity condition enforced by (5) and (6) is an alternative, equivalent,705

definition of a SAM.706

Notice also that by choosing the origin at the fixed point of the707

affinity A, the translation part is zero, and we therefore have σ =708

τ = 0. This works in all cases safe some singular cases (when L709

has an eigenvalue 1), which are the only cases in which one needs710

to deal with these constants (see Sections A.5 and A.6). Even in711

those cases, appropriate choice of the origin of coordinates yields712

a vector [σ, τ ]T which is an eigenvector of L of eigenvalue 1, and713

therefore for that reference d
dt
t(t) = [σ, τ ]T is constant.714

Furthermore, when L is a matrix that has no real logarithm, if715

there existed a constant velocity motion (in the local frame) S(t)716

interpolating F0 and Fn = [L | t](F0), that motion would need to717

satisfy the previous differential equations. Then by the uniqueness718

of the solutions to the differential equation, we would have found719

the logarithm of L nonetheless, which would lead to a contradic-720

tion.721

6.2 Constant velocity722

Let us now investigate the instantaneous velocity of a point p sub-723

ject to a SAM in 2D. In the local frame, according to the discussion724

in the previous subsection concerning equations (5) and (6), a SAM725

moves every point with constant velocity. In fact, in the local frame,726

the velocity vector of a point that starts at (x0, y0) at time t = 0 is727

given (in an appropriate basis as discussed in the previous section)728

byM
[
x0

y0

]
+

[
σ
τ

]
and remains constant through time, sinceM and729

eM commute.730

Moreover, the velocity vector field is stationary (i.e. the velocity731

at each point in the plane does not change with time). Indeed, in732

the general case, where 1 is not an eigenvalue of L, our choice of733

origin makes t(t) ≡ 0, and we see that the velocity at the point r734

is M(r), by considering any trajectory that visits r at some given735

time t:736

r = p(t) = At(p) = L(t)(p) = etM (p)

we see by differentiating that the velocity of p(t) is737

p′(t) = M ◦ etM (p) = M(p(t)) = M(r).

The fact that we have chosen a special origin that makes t ≡ 0738

does not restrict the conclusion and is only a convenience to make739

the computation simpler. In the cases where L does have some740

eigenvalue equal to one, as discussed in Sections A.5 and A.6, de-741

pending on the special case, there may still exist fixed points (in742

which case we proceed as above), or there is a line that maps onto743

itself, and by choosing the origin on that line, the remaining trans-744

lation part t(t) is linear in t, and therefore contributes a constant745

vector to the velocity, so the statement is also true in those cases.746

Fig. 8. A velocity field associated with an arbitrary SAM motion, that
maps the green reference onto the red one. The resulting vector field is
constant in time. Notice also how the velocity vectors vary linearly with the
distance from the fixed point.

Figure 8 shows the vector field of the velocity at each point in747

the plane, associated with a SAM. The trajectories of points under748

this SAM are integral curves of this field. Since the field is station-749

ary, they do not depend on time. In practice, given L, q and t, the750

velocity vector at a point p may be computed as751

p′ = log(L)(−→qp) +
−→
tN (7)

where
−→
tN is the projection of

−→
ot onto the eigenspace ofL for eigen-752

value 1.753

6.3 Preservation of properties754

Here we discuss quantities such that, ifA preserves them, then also755

a SAM At preserves them for every time t.756

6.3.1 Preserving distance and angles (for isometries). A is an757

isometry if L is an orthogonal matrix (here, with positive determi-758

nant, therefore equal to one). In this case SAM is either the identity,759

a translation, or it is a rotation (with a possible translation along its760

axis in the three dimensional case). The corresponding SAM will761

then be a constant-speed rotation (plus possibly a constant speed762

translation), and therefore an isometry for every t.763

6.3.2 Preserving angles (for similarities). A similarity is a764

composition of a translation, a rotation, and a uniform scaling. The765

corresponding SAM will result from the composition of a constant766

speed rotation and translation and of an exponential uniform scal-767

ing, and is therefore also a similarity at every time value t.768

6.3.3 Preserving area (in 2D) and volume (in 3D). For an769

affinity A to preserve volume (area in the case of an affinity in770

the plane), the necessary and sufficient condition is that det(L) =771

1. Since det(eB) = etraceB , we conclude that for a volume-772

preserving affinity A, trace(log(L)) = 0, so trace(t log(L)) =773

t · trace(log(L)) = 0, and hence det(Lt) = det(et·log(L)) =774

etrace(t·log(L)) = 1, which of course implies that Lt and hence At775

preserve area in 2D and volume in 3D.776

6.4 Monotonic variation of volume (area)777

When A does not preserve volume in 3D (or area in 2D), then778

At evolves it monotonically. As in (6.3.3) above, we notice779
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that trace(log(L)) = log(det(L)) will be positive or negative780

depending on whether A increases or decreases volume. Then781
d
dt

det(L(t)) = trace(log(L))et·trace(log(L)) has constant sign, and782

therefore the variation of volume is monotonic. Figure 9 shows a

Fig. 9. A triangle evolving under rARAP and SAM. The lightness of color
is proportional to area to show the monotonic evolution under SAM and the
non-monotonic evoution under rARAP

783

comparison of rARAP and SAM in this respect. Notice how the784

area of the triangle grows and then shrinks back under rARAP785

(and hence also under ARAP), while it decreases monotonically786

for SAM.787

7. SAM BENEFITS IN APPLICATIONS788

In this section, we provide several examples of possible applica-789

tions of SAM to the design of patterns and motions.790

7.1 Regular patterns791

When a continuous SAM is sampled at k time values separated792

by a constant ∆t time interval, it produces regular patterns Fk =793

Ak∆t(F0). Observing that A(k+1)∆t = A∆t ◦ Ak∆t , we see that794

in a regular pattern, each shape can be obtained by transforming795

the previous shape by a constant affinity (M = A∆t). Therefore,796

the steady pattern of shapes Fi = M i(F0) is also defined by the797

initial shape F0, the incremental affine transform M between each798

instance and the next one, and the repetition count n. Such con-799

structions are often used in solid modeling, architectural design,800

and computer graphics (see for example [Jang and Rossignac 2009;801

van Emmerik et al. 1993; Wonka et al. 2003; Power et al. 1999; Lar-802

ive and Gaildrat 2006; Alexander et al. 1977; Pauly et al. 2008]).803

Our EAR algorithm solves the reverse engineering problem of com-804

puting M from a given repetition count n and from the cumulative805

affinity A = Mn. Hence, we think of M as the nth root, A
1
n ,806

of A. The ability to compute M as A
1
n makes it possible to cre-807

ate regular patterns that interpolate the starting and ending poses808

F0 and Fn of a shape. As such, it facilitates the precise design809

of these patterns, allowing the designer to manipulate the final in-810

stance Fn = Mn(F0) directly (rather than indirectly through ma-811

nipulations of M or F1) and also to change the repetition count n812

(see Figure 1). These two functionalities are essential for designing813

parametric models. Without this new ability of computing M from814

A and n, the designer would have to try guessing M by trial and815

error so that the last pose computed as Mn(F0) matches exactly816

the desired pose Fn. This process is nearly impossible to accom-817

plish in practice, even in 2D, because the designer would have to818

simultaneously guess 6 variables (the coefficients of M ). For ex-819

ample, assume that we let the designer manipulate the 3 vertices820

of a triangle F1 that is the image M(F0) of an arbitrary triangle821

F0 selected on the first shape. As the designer adjusts one of these822

three vertices,Mn(F0) changes in a non-linear and sometimes sur-823

prising fashion and there is absolutely no feedback to guide the de-824

signer as to the direction in which that vertex of M(F0) should go.825

At least not until the other two vertices are each exactly in their826

correct place. . . which of course creates a chicken and egg prob-827

lem. This lack of separation makes it impossible for the designer to828

find the proper position of the three vertices of F1. In contrast, if829

EAR is available, the designer may trivially drag the three vertices830

of Mn(F0) to match the vertices of the desired final pose Fn and831

EAR computes M automatically. To change the repetition count832

n without EAR, the designer would have to repeat the impossible833

guess work. With EAR, no further manipulation is necessary.834

7.2 Sweeps835

The envelope of the region swept by a moving surface St is the836

union of the grazing points [Abdel-Malek et al. 2006] of St, that837

is those points p of St whose instantaneous velocity is tangential838

to St. For general motions, the set of grazing points evolves on839

St with time. When the motion is approximated by a concatena-840

tion of screw motions, these grazing points remain constant during841

each screw span. This property was exploited in [Rossignac et al.842

2007]. It can be extended to SAMs and polySAMs. For example,843

a characteristic point q + s~t along a line through q with tangent ~t844

on a plane or developable surface with surface normal ~n satisfies845

~n · (log(L)(−→oq + s~t)) = o yielding846

s =
~n · log(L)(−→oq)

~n · log(L)(~t)
. (8)

To illustrate this property in 2D, consider an edge moving under847

the action of a SAM (see Figure 10). Using the previous formula,

Fig. 10. SAM (bottom) has constant grazing points, so tracing them (green
trajectory) yields directly portions of the envelope of the movement of a
segment. In comparison, for rARAP (top), a point that is grazing at certain
instant in time describes a trajectory (also in green) that is tangent to the
envelope at that single time value.

848

we find (when it exists) the grazing point on the edge. Then, the849

boundary of the 2D region swept by the edge is a subset of the850

union of the initial and final poses and of the curves traced by the851

grazing point and by its two vertices.852

7.3 Blending more than two poses853

Our SAM construction may also be used to compute weighted av-854

erages of more than two poses or to average two steady motions.855
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As illustrated in Figure 11, the SAM interpolation may be used856

to produce two-dimensional (and even higher-dimensional) tensor-857

product patterns of 2D or 3D shapes.858

To do so, we use SAM to produce a series of intermediate poses859

that interpolate between the top left (FA) and the top right (FB)860

control poses. We use SAM to generate the same number of in-861

termediate poses in a series that interpolates between the bottom862

left (FC ) and the bottom right (FD) control poses. Then, we con-863

sider pairs (top and bottom) of corresponding poses, compute a864

SAM between them and sample it using a series of intermediate865

poses (columns of shapes). We call this bi-directional pattern a866

SAM patch.867

Even though all columns and the first and last rows are SAMs,868

the other rows are usually not steady. We can ensure that both the869

rows and the columns of the SAM patch are regular by computing870

one of the corner control poses from the other three. For instance,871

we may set FD = SAM(FC , FA, 1, FB) (Figure 11).

Fig. 11. A regular SAM patch.

872

SAM may be used as a new building block in a variety of sub-873

division or spline schemes that approximate or interpolate a series874

of control poses (see for example [Shoemake and Duff 1992] and875

[Hyun et al. 2002]).876

For example, we can cascade SAM constructions to produce877

the equivalent for affinities of Bézier curves and four-point sub-878

divisions. We have already discussed the quadratic Bézier mo-879

tion (see Section 5.3). As a trivial extension, we show below,880

(Figure 12) a simple example of a cubic Bézier motion defined

Fig. 12. Cubic Bézier SAM (left), and the result (right) of changing the
bottom-right control pose.

881

by 4 control poses. The pose at time t is produced by the call882

bezier(FA,FB,FC,FD,t), which is implemented, using the883

previously discussed functions, as:884

Pose bezier(Pose FA, Pose FB,885

Pose FC, Pose FD, float t)886

{ return SAM(bezier(FA, FB, FC, t), t,887

bezier(FB, FC, FD, t)); }888

Although the resulting motion is not steady, it is smooth, pleasing,889

and easily controllable (as shown in Figure 12).890

The ScrewBender scheme, developed by Powell and891

Rossignac [2008] to produce smooth rigid motions that ap-892

proximate or interpolate a series of congruent poses, starts with893

a piecewise screw motion that interpolates pairs of consecutive894

congruent poses and subdivides that motion by modifying and895

inserting poses. All new poses are formulated by sampling screw896

motions that interpolate two original or previously computed897

poses. The same subdivision process may be used on a piecewise898

SAM interpolation of a series of affine (non-congruent) poses to899

subdivide it using the more general steady motions, rather than900

screw motions. Although the subdivision process will usually901

converge to a smooth and pleasing motion, the limit motion will902

in general not be steady. Nevertheless, the use of a SAM as the903

primitive interpolation for such constructions extends the domain904

beyond screw motions and may lead to steadier and hence more905

pleasing results than those produced when using unsteady motion906

primitives. The formal validation of such a subjective claim falls907

outside the scope of this paper.908

Specifically, Figure 13 shows a PolySam interpolating four con-909

trol poses (red blocks). The resulting motion is piecewise steady

Fig. 13. The four control poses indicated by the red blocks define a contin-
uous 3-span polySAM (top/left). We show it as a sequence of intermediate
semi-transparent cyan poses. Notice the motion discontinuities at the con-
trol poses. Applying one four-point subdivision step inserts 3 new control
poses (green blocks) that each splits a span in two (top/right). The new
polySAM is different from the previous one, but still interpolates the orig-
inal four control poses. Another subdivision step introduces 6 new control
poses (bottom/let). The result of two additional subdivisions (bottom/right)
produces a polySAM that appears perfectly smooth, both as a static pattern
and when used to animate the motion of a shape. Yet, it is a concatenation
of steady spans.

910

(three SAM spans), but has velocity discontinuities at the control911

poses. Successive applications of the four-point subdivision process912

in the space of affinities increases the number of SAM spans, but913

decreases the velocity discontinuities at span junctions. Our experi-914

ments suggest that 4 subdivision steps suffice to produce polySAMs915

that appear smooth.916

Various formulae may be used to compute the intermediate ver-917

tices introduced by a four-point subdivision step. These formulae918

produce the same result (ignoring possible round-off errors). How-919

ever, because here we are using SAM to average poses (and not920
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linear combinations to average vertices), these SAM averages do921

not commute and hence the choice of a particular formula affects922

the result. We have experimented with several constructions and re-923

port the one that we found to produce the most satisfactory results.924

Our construction of each new pose of the four-point subdivision925

essentially uses Neville’s algorithm to evaluate the mid point of a926

cubic interpolant by averaging points on two quadratic interpolants.927

Our implementation of the four-point subdivision is only a few928

lines of code (see below) that use as input n entries in the array P of929

poses. For clarity, we compute the subdivided sequence of 2n − 1930

poses in a separate array Q and then copy them back into P.931

void subdivide() {932

for(int i=1; i<n-1; i++) {933

FL[i]=left(P[i-1],P[i],P[i+1]);934

FR[i]=left(P[i+1],P[i],P[i-1]);935

}936

for(int i=0; i<n; i++) Q[2*i]=P[i];937

for(int i=1; i<n-2; i++)938

Q[2*i+1]=SAM(FR[i],0.5,FL[i+1]);939

Q[1]=FL[1]; Q[2*n-3]=FR[n-2];940

n=2*n-1;941

for(int i=0; i<n; i++) P[i]=Q[i];942

}943

Our implementation exploits the fact that each new control pose944

in the four-point scheme is the average of two parabolic SAM pre-945

dictions, which we pre-compute and store in the temporary arrays946

of poses FL and FR. For each control pose, except the last, we947

compute such a left prediction (call to “left”). For each control948

pose, except the first, we compute the right prediction (using a949

call to “left”, but passing the poses in reverse order). Then, for950

each span, we take the mid-course pose along the SAM (SAM av-951

erage) between the right prediction of the left pose and of the left952

prediction of the right pose. We do not need to compute an aver-953

age for the first and last spans, since each has only one prediction.954

For the parabolic prediction, function “left” returns a pose FL at955

one quarter along a parabolic (quadratic Bézier) motion through956

3 control poses (FA, FB , FC ), which we chose to construct as957

FL=left(FA, FB, FC) using958

Pose left(Pose FA, Pose FB, Pose FC) {959

return SAM(SAM(FA, 0.625, FB), FC, .125, FB);960

}961

This construction produces an interpolated pose, and is hence dif-962

ferent from leftControl, which we used in Section 5.3 to con-963

struct a control pose.964

Note that, in the construction above, we are using SAM in two965

places: (1) we are using SAM to predict the new poses at each sub-966

division step and (2) we are using SAM to interpolate the final set967

of poses by a piecewise steady motion (PolySAM). As discussed968

above, the latter use has well formulated advantages, over non969

steady alternatives, for subsequent motion processing. The bene-970

fits of the former use of SAM (as the fundamental interpolation971

primitive) include numeric robustness, speed, and the fact that if972

the original control poses are already forming a regular pattern,973

the subdivision process preserves steadiness. Although this sim-974

ple polySAM four-point subdivision scheme consistently produces975

pleasant results, we have not performed a user study to compare976

their aesthetic quality to the quality of results produced by using977

unsteady interpolants or other subdivision schemes, which could978

be used (instead of our approach) to produce a dense set of control979

poses from which a polySAM could be constructed.980

8. CONCLUSIONS981

A motion At that interpolates between the identity A0 = 1 and an982

affinity A1 = A, is often needed to generate a continuous anima-983

tion or a discrete set of evenly sampled poses that define a regular984

pattern of shapes. A variety of formulations have been proposed.985

The best choice may be dictated by subjective aesthetic criteria and986

by domain-dependent needs. In the absence of such criteria, when987

A is an isometry (rigid body transformation), a screw interpolation988

is often used because it produces a natural and pleasing motion989

that has a set of useful geometric properties. In two dimensions,990

the screw motion reduces to a pure rotation or a pure translation.991

When A is no longer restricted to be rigid, but is a planar similar-992

ity, the aesthetic and computational benefits of screw motions may993

be extended by using a logarithmic spiral interpolation, which in-994

cludes the golden spiral famous for its beauty and which was named995

“spira mirabilis” (the miraculous spiral) because of its surprising996

and beautiful properties.997

The Steady Affine Morph (SAM) introduced here unifies these998

solutions and elegantly extends the screw solution to arbitrary999

affinities in three dimensions and the two-dimensional logarithmic1000

spiral solution to situations whereA is not restricted to a similarity.1001

A motion is steady when it satisfies At = At.1002

SAMs have several interesting properties. For example, (1) the1003

affine relation between pairs of consecutive evenly spaced poses1004

of a SAM is constant and (2) the instantaneous velocity of a point1005

remains constant over time both in the global and the local (mov-1006

ing) frame. These properties result in pleasing curved trajectories1007

of points and lower algebraic complexity when computing derived1008

entities, such as the envelope of a swept volume.1009

The SAM solution proposed here differs from previously pro-1010

posed approaches. For example, both the “as-rigid-as-possible”1011

shape interpolation [Alexa et al. 2000] and the linear combination1012

of logarithms proposed by Alexa [2002] are not steady.1013

We provide the implementation details and theoretical justi-1014

fication of our Extraction of Affinity Roots (EAR) algorithm,1015

which uses closed form expressions to compute At in two and1016

three dimensions, when it exists, and hence eliminates the perfor-1017

mance, accuracy and stability shortcomings of previously proposed1018

dimension-independent numeric solutions.1019

We show that solvability (i.e., the existence) of SAM is only af-1020

fected by the amount of rotation and shear in a two-dimensional1021

projection of the linear part L of the affinity. Furthermore, we show1022

that SAM always exists when the rotation angle is less than π/21023

and that the allowable angle for solvability contains a safe interval1024

that grows to π as the shear factor grows from 0 to 1. We show that1025

the SAM solution produced by EAR is the only solution satisfying1026

At = At. We demonstrate the robustness of our solution using a1027

direct manipulation environment, where the designer may edit the1028

starting and ending poses. When no SAM exists, we propose un-1029

steady or piecewise steady alternatives.1030

We believe that the simplicity and beauty of the Steady Affine1031

Morph make it a prime candidate for designing motions and pat-1032

terns and for representing local (instantaneous) approximations of1033

more general (affine) motions, just as screw motions are used to1034

locally approximate rigid motions in three dimensions.1035
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APPENDIX1184

This Appendix presents our Extraction of Affinity Roots (EAR)1185

algorithm, which computes At, when it exists as a real matrix. We1186

include the derivation of the closed form expression used by EAR.1187

We start by proving the formulation ofAt in terms of log(L). Then,1188

we present a closed form expression for the exponential of a 2× 21189

matrixC and explain how we exploit it for deriving the closed form1190

expression for log(L) in 2D. We also present the simple algorithm1191

for the case-selection process for the EAR algorithm in 2D. Finally,1192

we discuss how the 2D solution is used for solving the 3D problem.1193

Both expositions of the 2D and 3D solutions incorporate all special1194

cases.1195

A.1 Reduction to a linear problem1196

In our solution, we convert the problem of computing At to one1197

of computing Lt . Recall that A(p) = L(−→op) + t. In a general1198

configuration, A has a unique fixed point q. Singular cases, when1199

it does not, require custom treatment as discussed in Section A.5.1200

The fixed point then satisfies q = L(−→oq) + t. Eliminating t from1201

these two equations and exploiting the linearity of L, one obtains1202

A(p) = L(−→qp) + q. Thus, for simplicity of exposition, we will1203

usually refer to a coordinate system with origin at q.1204

Hence, given the fixed point q, we express the effect of SAM as1205

At(p) = Lt(−→qp) + q = et log(L) (−→qp) + q (9)

Our EAR algorithm provides a closed-form expression for At and1206

for the fixed point q when they exist. Note that, when log(L) is1207

real, for each time t, we can —if desired— recover the 4×3 matrix1208

form of At as At = [Lt | tt] = [et log(L) |q− Lt(−→oq)].1209

A.2 Closed form for etC in 2D1210

Let1211

C =

[
c1 c2
c3 c4

]
. (10)

Let dC =
(
c1+c4

2

)2 − (c1c4 − c2c3) and z = (c1 − c4)/2. dC1212

is the discriminant of the characteristic polynomial of C, so its sign1213

determines the nature (real or complex) of the eigenvalues, and the1214

test dC==0 determines their algebraic multiplicity. In what follows,1215

we assume that dC 6= 0, for simplicity. The special circumstance1216

where dC = 0 (and therefore where there is a double real eigen-1217

value) can be considered separately, as we do in the algorithm pre-1218

sented later in Sub-section A.5.1219

Hence, the —possibly complex— eigenvalues of C are1220

λ1,2 =
c1 + c4

2
±
√
dC .

We form a matrix having as columns the linearly independent1221

eigenvectors of C:1222

V =

[
c2√
dC−z

−c2√
dC+z

1 1

]
.

Then
[
λ1 0
0 λ2

]
= V −1 · C · V , and therefore, since the exponenti-

ation commutes with a change of basis (because of telescopic can-
cellation in the series expansion), we can compute the exponential
of C as:

etC = V ·
[
etλ1 0

0 etλ2

]
· V −1 =

1

2

 (
√
dC+z)eλ1t+(

√
dC−z)eλ2t√

dC

c2√
dC

(
eλ1t − eλ2t

)
c3√
dC

(
eλ1t − eλ2t

) (
√
dC−z)eλ1t+(

√
dC+z)eλ2t√

dC

 .
(11)

This is the expression used in our code for computing the expo-1223

nential of a matrix C. Notice that for real ci —although derived us-1224

ing possibly complex eigenvalues— this expression always yields a1225

real result: when dC < 0, λ1 and λ2 are complex conjugates, so the1226

sum of their exponentials is real, and the difference is purely imag-1227

inary. For the implementation, we distinguish these two situations,1228

and handle them separately to keep the computation completely1229

within the real domain.1230

While we used general complex eigenvectors to obtain this for-1231

mula, one can check that in the special cases (when c2 and/or c31232

are zero) the resulting formula is still correct.1233

A.3 Computing log(L) in 2D1234

Using equation (11) in the previous section, we set out now to find1235

a closed formula for log(L) of a 2× 2 real matrix L:1236

L =

[
a11 a21

a12 a22

]
. (12)

With the same notation as before, we want now to compute the1237

four entries ci of a matrix C such that1238

C =

[
c1 c2
c3 c4

]
= log(L),

which is to say such that eC = L, which using equation (11) with1239

t = 1 yields four non-linear equations for the ci.1240

To simplify the derivation of a closed form expression for the1241

solution of this system of equations, we introduce new variables:1242

x = (c1 + c4)/2, y =
√
dC =

√
x2 − det(C), and r = (a11 +1243

a22)/2 = trace(L)/2.1244
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Letting t = 1 in Equation (11), and equating it to L = [aij ], we1245

obtain1246

z =
(a11 − a22)c2

2a12

, (13)

and1247

c3 =
c2a21

a12

. (14)

Furthermore, summing the equations for a11 and for a22 and sim-1248

plifying, we find that1249

ex =
a11 + a22

ey + e−y
. (15)

Next, we notice that y2 = z2 + c2c3, and substituting z and c31250

using (13) and (14), we obtain1251

c2 =
2a12y√

(a11 − a22)2 + 4a21a12

. (16)

Finally, using (15) and (16) to substitute in the equation for a12, we1252

obtain an equation that expresses y in terms of the coefficients of1253

L:1254

1 =
(a11 + a22)(ey − e−y)√

(a11 − a22)2 + 4a21a12(ey + e−y)
. (17)

To solve this equation, we need to distinguish two situations:1255

(1) when the expression under the square root is strictly negative1256

(treated by function G1 in Algorithm 1 below), and (2) when it is1257

positive. The latter situation is further distinguished into cases G21258

and G3. We discuss all three below.1259

G1 (L has two complex conjugate eigenvalues): Here we set1260

y = θi and obtain1261

tan(θ) =

√
det(L)− r2

r
. (18)

Substituting backwards y = iθ in equations (15), respectively (16),1262

(14), and (13), we find values for x, respectively c2, c3, and z, and1263

then obtain c1 and c4, using1264

c1 = x+ z and c4 = x− z. (19)

G2 (L has real eigenvalues): Here, the expression under the1265

square root in (17) is positive, and, after writing the formula in1266

terms of e2y only, we obtain:1267

y =
log
(
χ+1
χ−1

)
2

, where χ =
r√

r2 − det(L)
, (20)

and again substitute in the previous equations (16), (14), (15) and1268

(13) to obtain all the ci. We distinguish a special singular case S21269

when both eigenvalues of L are negative and identical, and there1270

exist two linearly independent eigenvectors. Then L is a rotation1271

by 180 degrees (plus perhaps a uniform scaling) and the logarithm1272

is
[
log(−s) −π

π log(−s)

]
, where s is the scaling factor.1273

G3 (no SAM): In configurations with negative eigenvalues, the1274

logarithm does not exist (see Section 5.1), nor does it make sense1275

to speak of At for any non-integer t. In this case, there is no SAM.1276

Note that the situation where the eigenvalues are real and have1277

different signs is not considered, since we are dealing only with1278

orientation-preserving affinities.1279

With these closed-form expressions at our avail, given a real ma-1280

trix L, we can now compute Lt by finding C and then using equa-1281

tion (11) to compute Lt = et log(L) = etC .1282

A.4 Singular cases in 2D1283

We observe that, when 1 is not an eigenvalue of L, equation q =1284

L(−→oq) + t, which we rewrite as
(
L− 1

)
(−→oq) =

−→
ot, has a unique1285

solution, and therefore the affinity A has a unique fixed point q.1286

Expressing A in a basis that has that fixed point as origin nullifies1287

the translation part. This situation accounts for the vast majority1288

of affinities. Exceptional situations where 1 is an eigenvalue of L,1289

gives rise to three singular cases:1290

(1) L = 1: Here, the affinity A is a translation by
−→
ot (no fixed1291

points). In this case SAM is given by At =
[
1
∣∣o + t

−→
ot
]
.1292

(2) 1 is a simple eigenvalue of L: Here, there are two linearly in-1293

dependent vectors −→e1 and −→e2 with eigenvalues 1 and λ 6= 11294

respectively, and L is a scaling in only one direction. In this1295

case, Lt is a scaling by λt in the direction of −→e2 , as is seen1296

easily by diagonalizing L. The translation part of the affinity1297

is
−→
ot = τ1

−→e1 + τ2
−→e2 . The affinity A′ = [L |o + τ2

−→e2] has1298

a full “fixed” line, parallel to −→e1 , such that points on the line1299

map onto other points on the line (by a constant translation).1300

Choosing the origin at any point on that line will give a repre-1301

sentation of A where τ2 = 0. Notice that A is the composition1302

of A′ and a pure translation. Hence, in this case, SAM is an1303

exponential scaling in the direction of −→e2 and a constant-speed1304

translation in the direction of −→e1 , so that the displacement at1305

time t is tτ1−→e1 .1306

(3) 1 is a double eigenvalue, and L is a shear (there is only one1307

eigenvector of eigenvalue 1): This case is similar to the pre-1308

vious one; there is an eigenvector −→e1 of eigenvalue 1, and1309

a linearly-independent generalized eigenvector −→e2 such that1310 (
L − 1

)
(−→e2) = −→e1 . Constructing A′ as in the previous case,1311

we again find a fixed line under the action of A, parallel to −→e1 .1312

The same decomposition as discussed above yields an expo-1313

nential that takes care ofA′ and an additional translation in the1314

direction of −→e1 .1315

A.5 2D case selection1316

Given a 2 × 2 matrix L, we determine the corresponding singular1317

or general case as follows.1318

We first compute1319

r =
trace(L)

2

and the discriminant of the characteristic polynomial of L:1320

dL = r2 − det(L).

The sign of dL indicates if the eigenvalues of L are real or imagi-1321

nary, and if real (dL ≥ 0), if they are double (dL = 0) or not.1322

We also compute1323

s =

√
dL,

so that the eigenvalues of L are r+ s and r− s. We can now select1324

the proper case using the decision logic described in Algorithm 1.1325

In the algorithm, the procedures S1 and S2 correspond to the sin-1326

gular configurations in two dimensions.1327

S1 is invoked when L has 1 as an eigenvalue (dL ≥ 0 and either1328

r+ s or r− s equal 1). It uses the rationale in the previous section1329

to find a solution even though in this case there may be infinitely1330

many or no fixed points.1331

S2 id invoked when L is the composition of a rotation by π radi-1332

ans and a uniform scaling, or in other words, when it is a uniform1333
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Algorithm 1 EAR algorithm in 2D

1 if (dL < 0) G1();

2 else if (r > s){

3 if (r + s != 1 && r - s != 1) G2();

4 else S1();

5 }

6 else if ( s == 0 && a12 == 0 && a21 == 0) S2();

7 else G3();

scaling by a negative factor, in which case we directly apply the1334

solution discussed in Section A.3.1335

The procedures G1, G2, and G3 correspond to the general config-1336

urations in two dimensions.1337

G1 is invoked when L has two complex conjugate eigenvalues1338

(which is implied by dL < 0). Notice that dL is the quantity un-1339

der the square root in equation (17), so we can perform a change1340

of variables y = θi as before, and compute θ, x, c2, c3, z and ulti-1341

mately c1 and c2 following the steps discussed in Section A.3 for1342

this case.1343

G2 is invoked when L has two positive eigenvalues (dL ≥ 0 and1344

r ≥ s) and none of them is equal to 1 (r + s 6= 1 and r − s 6= 1).1345

In this case, no change of variable is needed, and one may compute1346

y directly from equation (17) as in equation (20), and then again1347

solve backwards and obtain C as in Section A.3.1348

G3 corresponds to the general case where there is no real loga-1349

rithm of L, and hence there is no SAM. This happens when dL > 01350

and r < s, which corresponds to the complement of the union of1351

all the other cases (r cannot be exactly equal to s because then one1352

eigenvalue would be zero and the matrix singular). Strategies for1353

computing the motion in this case are discussed in section 5.1354

A.6 SAM in 3D1355

As in the 2D case, to compute At in 3D, we distinguish general1356

configurations and singular ones.1357

The explicit computation ofAt in two dimensions hinges on hav-1358

ing simple closed-form expressions for the eigenvalues and eigen-1359

vectors of 2 × 2 matrices. We have attempted first to attack the1360

3D problem using the same strategy, but quickly realized that the1361

3D version is significantly more complicated. The eigenvalues are1362

now the roots of a cubic, and hence using their algebraic expression1363

to find a closed form solution for the exponential appears beyond1364

reach.1365

Consequently, our solution of the 3D problem uses a different1366

approach. The basic observation is that, in 3D, L always has at1367

least one real eigenvalue with an associated eigenvector. Therefore,1368

the problem may be split into a scaling along the direction of that1369

eigenvector, and a two-dimensional SAM in the directions of the1370

other (possibly generic) eigenvectors. In this way, the problem is1371

clearly solved for all the general cases, and all that really needs to1372

be carefully discussed are the singular cases where some eigenvalue1373

is one, which present a more diverse set of sub-cases than in the1374

two-dimensional problem.1375

As before, computing the fixed points of A amounts to solving1376

the system of three linear equations A(q) = q or equivalently the1377

system1378

(L− 1)(−→oq) = −−→ot. (21)

Therefore, the existence and uniqueness of solutions depends on1379

whether 1 is an eigenvalue of L or not, and on the relationships be-1380

tween the eigenspaces of eigenvalue 1 and the non-homogeneous1381

part of the system (given by the translation part t of the affinity).1382

The most general situation is when no eigenvalue is exactly equal1383

to 1. Choosing a reference where the origin lies at the unique fixed1384

point, in this case, eliminates the translation part, and the strategy1385

above reduces the problem to solving a two dimensional SAM us-1386

ing the approach presented above.1387

Otherwise, let −→e1 be an eigenvector of eigenvalue 1, and let1388

~v =
−→
ot be the translation vector of the affinity. Recall that fixed1389

points need to satisfy Equation (21). In this case R3 decomposes1390

in two subspaces: the kernel, or null-space, N = Ker(L− 1) (the1391

space of vectors whose image by L − 1 is the zero vector) and the1392

co-kernel NC (which satisfies that (L − 1)(NC) ⊆ NC ), so that1393

~v = ~vN + ~vNC . If ~vN =
−−−−−→
(0, 0, 0), then the linear system (21)1394

can still be solved (although the solution is not unique) and choos-1395

ing the origin at any solution point q annihilates the translation1396

part, so the solution of the general case may be applied. As in the1397

two-dimensional case, when ~vN 6=
−−−−−→
(0, 0, 0), we may consider the1398

affinity A′(p) = A(p) − ~vN , which can be solved as above, and1399

add to it a translation with constant velocity ~vN .1400

Notice that, when we carry out computations in the basis given1401

by the (possibly generalized) eigenvectors, and since the matrix1402

need not be symmetric, the eigenvectors are not necessarily or-1403

thogonal to each other, and the matrix of eigenvectors may be ill1404

conditioned. Nonetheless, our reference implementation is able to1405

compute a solution even for very large condition numbers (in the or-1406

der or 1015). These extreme cases, however, where purposely con-1407

structed for testing, and are hard to produce when interacting with1408

the application directly.1409
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